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Membership
Welcome to the latest edition of The Transport Economist. I hope
you find it interesting.
Our editor has given me this opportunity to remind you that
subscriptions for 2019 are now due. If you need to renew your
subscription you will recently have had a reminder from me.
Many thanks to all those who have already sent me their
payments.
Renewing your membership of the TEG means you will continue
to receive the latest volumes of this journal, together with copies
of our speakers’ presentations and information about
forthcoming meetings. In addition, you help to support the longterm viability of the TEG.
The simplest way to renew is to make a payment by online or
telephone banking – in the same way as for many other
purchases. As always, don’t forget to include your Membership
Reference when you set up the payment.
Alternatively, you could send me a cheque made out to Transport
Economists’ Group or contact me about payment by Credit or
Debit Card. All payment details are on the Renewal Form.
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to get in touch,
ideally by email to gregorymarchant.teg@btinternet.com.
Thank you.
Gregory Marchant
Treasurer & Membership Secretary
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The Kangaroo Route:
observations after a million miles
Dick Dunmore, Associate, Steer
Arup
26 September 2018

Kangaroo context
Dick Dunmore began his presentation with a selection of personal
anecdotes from his many trips on the Kangaroo Route.
The Kangaroo Route between London and Australia is one of the
world’s longest “thick” air routes. That is, there is a substantial
volume of traffic, but over a very long distance, which until very
recently could not be accomplished in a single hop.
The route is atypical, since it is neither within a single continent
nor between adjacent continents. Operating between the
northern and southern hemispheres, and between countries
which have summer daylight saving time, has an interesting
effect on scheduling: clocks in Sydney are 9 hours ahead of those
in London during the northern summer, but 11 hours ahead
during the northern winter. This and the length of the route result
in a limited “sweet spot” for times to fly and provide connections,
focusing demand on short time windows and, until recently,
leading to operation exclusively with large aircraft.
The route can be served in at least two different ways:
• from the ends using “Third Freedoms” to the first stop and
“Fifth Freedoms” to the final destination; or
• from the middle using “Sixth Freedoms” to link with both
the UK and Australia via the airline’s home base.
The first method is the more traditional approach, used by British
Airways and QANTAS, which formed the focus of the
presentation.
The second method is that employed by Emirates, Singapore
Airlines and others.
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Historical perspective
In April 1935, Imperial Airways inaugurated a regular weekly
passenger service between the UK and Australia, with QANTAS
responsible for the Singapore to Brisbane sector. The journey of
12,754 miles took 12½ days. After delivery of its first Lockheed
Constellation in 1947, QANTAS began a through service from
Sydney to London; christened “The Kangaroo Route”. The
journey involved seven hops with 55 hours in the air, two
overnight flights and two overnight stops, taking some 93 hours
in total.
In 1959, the arrival of the Boeing 707 jet airliner reduced the
overall travel time to 34½ hours, but the journey still involved
eight stops. A possible reason for continuing to have so many
stops was an inability to fill aircraft with end-to-end traffic alone,
and the resulting need to carry intermediate passengers. By
1963, as the extracts from the QANTAS timetable overleaf show,
the Kangaroo Route (operated in association BOAC and Air India)
provided two flights per day between London and Australia but
still typically meant seven intermediate stops, with different
routeings on different days.
By the 1970s, however, traffic growth had enabled QANTAS to
reduce the number of intermediate stops to two. In 1977, British
Airways and Singapore Airlines started flying Concorde between
London and Singapore via Bahrain. The journey took nine hours
because most nations did not permit supersonic flight over their
territory. No onward connection to Australia was provided, but
Dick estimated that the journey time by Concorde to Sydney
would have been around 14 hours. The service was discontinued
in 1980.
The 1980s brought the arrival of the Boeing 747 on the route. In
principle, the early 747s were able to fly non-stop from SouthEast Asia to London, but weather and load conditions often
meant that westbound planes had to put down short of London
to refuel. By 1984, BA was able reliably to reach Perth (WA) from
London with one intermediate stop in India, before flying on to
Sydney and New Zealand. In 1989, QANTAS flew a
demonstration run with its first B747-400 aircraft non-stop from
Sydney to London, although the plane was empty, and this was
not a practical possibility with anything like a paying load.
-3-
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BA-QANTAS co-operation
In the 1990s, with fleet operation of B747-400s, BA and QANTAS
jointly offered a range of routeings between Sydney and London
with just one intermediate stop where they met (at Tokyo, Hong
Kong, Bangkok, Singapore and in South Africa) although this was
not configured as a network. Up to that time BA, had served all
major Australian cities. However, the capacity of the B747-400
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meant it was too large for the market to most of them, and BA
gradually withdrew from destinations other than Sydney.
QANTAS was able to continue to serve other Australian cities
using its network of “local” flights to Singapore and/or Bangkok.
In 1993 BA bought a 25% shareholding in QANTAS, which
resulted in the introduction of a completely joint operation
between the UK and Australia. Trunk capacity between Singapore
and London was entirely shared regardless of which airline had
sold the ticket. Given the restricted “sweet spot” windows for
flight times, it tended to be more efficient to send QANTAS
aircraft to London than BA aircraft to Sydney, where the planes
spent more non-productive time on the ground.
QANTAS’ role in the enterprise was to:
• connect all Australian cities to Singapore and/or Bangkok
with fine-tuned sizes and frequencies; and
• provide a few onward routes to Europe on 747-400s.
BA’s role was to:
• gradually reduce its Australian penetration to a daily 747400 to Sydney; and
• provide connections at London for QANTAS to all Europe (at
no premium, to compete with Singapore Airlines, Lufthansa,
Air France) and to regional UK airports (at a premium to the
London fare, “because it could”!).
As part of the venture, QANTAS established a crew base in
London. There were also crew exchanges, as a perk for
employees.
In the event, BA and QANTAS did not have an entirely smooth
relationship. In 1998, they were founder members of the
“oneworld” alliance, but in 2004 BA decided to sell its remaining
18.25% stake in QANTAS. Four years later they were in merger
talks but could not agree terms, partly because the then high
value of the Australian dollar led QANTAS to want more than 50%
of the venture. There was also considerable political opposition
in Australia to the merger, and the slogan “Piss off Poms!”.
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New competitors
In the early years of this century Singapore Airlines and Emirates
have emerged as new competitors on the route. The significance
of Emirates was such that QANTAS switched its intermediate hub
from Singapore to Dubai. A formal tie-up between QANTAS and
Emirates in 2013 meant that:
• Timetables and capacity between Australia and Asia were
not constrained by the need to fly on to Europe.
• Australia to Dubai capacity could be tuned to meet city-bycity demand.
• Emirates provided direct connections at Dubai to many
destinations in Europe (and elsewhere), not just London.
At that time QANTAS had the most to gain. For the first time it
could offer “anywhere in Australia to anywhere in Europe with
one stop”. This was seen as a major selling point. The advantage
for Emirates was the increased frequency it could offer to the
main destinations in Australia and the provision of additional
services between Dubai and London.
By 2018 demand on Emirates has grown to such an extent that
Dubai airport was getting more complex and less attractive as a
hub. The “C” gates in the photo below are the original terminal.
Figure 1: Dubai airport

At best, a passenger could arrive at one A380 “A” gate and
depart from an adjacent one. At worst, he or she might arrive on
a remote stand … bus to “C” gates … walk to “B” gates … and
queue to travel by (crowded) underground train to “A” gates.
-7-

The current market
The continued growth in demand has provided new opportunities
for QANTAS. It has rerouted its daily Sydney-London flights
(QF1/2) via Singapore, where it is able to provide connections
from/to the major Australian cities at a much more attractive hub
airport. It has also rerouted its daily Melbourne-London flights
(QF9/10) via Perth, itself an important hub for many
economically important places in Australia. These rerouted
services can be seen as providing niche premium products.
QANTAS now balances demand across the three routeings of
Perth, Singapore and (with Emirates) Dubai.
In terms of overall volume Emirates appears to be winning. BA
now flies only one B777-300 to Australia (Sydney) each day, with
the aircraft standing for nine hours on the ground before
returning. QANTAS flies one A380 and one B787-900 to Europe
each day.
In contrast, Emirates now provides 11 flights daily between
Dubai and Australia, serving several cities twice a day with
A380’s. These connect to 10 flights a day to London from Dubai
(6 to Heathrow, 3 to Gatwick and one to Stansted) and others to
the UK regions. Emirates now dominates the Europe – Australia
route, and no longer appears to need QANTAS as a partner.

More on QF9/QF10: Perth-Heathrow-Perth
QANTAS began its non-stop service between London and Perth
in late March 2018, with advertised onwards connections shown
on the map below.
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Figure 2: connections to/from Perth advertised by QANTAS
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Figure 3 shows the connecting times Westbound and Eastbound.
Figure 3: connecting times at Perth from/to airports in Figure 2

While the connecting times from some of the mining
communities appear very short, flights from Perth to London can
arrive early, allowing QANTAS some latitude to hold the longhaul connection.
Figure 4 illustrates the different “sweet spots” for the timing of
flights between London and Australia on routes via Singapore,
Dubai and now Perth.
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Figure 4: “sweet spots” for London to Australia flights
Eastbound: London to Perth and MEL
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The first option eastbound is to leave London late in the evening
and arrive in Singapore around tea time the next day. In some
years it has also been possible to reach Perth last thing that
evening. Melbourne (or Sydney) are reached the following
morning. Routing via Dubai made the London-Dubai leg a short
overnight “redeye”, with an intermediate stop there early
morning.
The second option eastbound is to leave London at lunchtime,
arriving in Singapore early next morning, Perth at tea time and
Melbourne (or Sydney) late evening. QF10’s routing via Dubai
meant that it was reached in the middle of the night, probably
unattractive for passengers to and from Dubai, but the new route
direct to Perth eliminates this stop.
The first option westbound is to leave Australian cities early in
the morning, call at Singapore around lunchtime, and arrive in
London late evening. Routing via Dubai shifted the intermediate
stop to the afternoon.
The second option westbound is to leave Australian cities at tea
time, reach Singapore last thing and arrive at Heathrow just after
05:00 next day. Routing via Dubai again created a middle of the
night stop unlikely to be attractive for passenger to or from
Dubai. QF9’s direct route from Perth again eliminated this stop.
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A small fleet of aircraft operating very long flights can be difficult
to use efficiently, but combining London-Perth-Melbourne and
Melbourne–Los Angeles routes offered good aircraft utilisation.
Figure 5: local arrival and departure times of a four-day circuit
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Solid colours represent time the aircraft is on the ground. Since LHR and
LAX are both in the northern hemisphere, LHR arrival and LAX departure
times can be fixed winter and summer, regardless of Australian Daylight
Saving Time (DST) adjustments. Western Australia does not use DST.

Despite QANTAS being based in Australia, the only local times
common to (northern hemisphere) summer 2018 and winter
2018-2019 timetables are an 05:05 arrival at London Heathrow
(LHR) and a 23:55 departure from Los Angeles (LAX). It may be
easier to retime flights at Perth and Melbourne, where QANTAS
is a major operator and has a large pool of slots, than in London
and Los Angeles.
The changes in QANTAS routeings have enabled the airline to
adjust its fleet, retiring older B747-400 aircraft in favour of B787900 Dreamliners and A380s. Within the next two years all of
QANTAS’s B747-400 aircraft will have been retired.
The different routeings also have Air Traffic Control cost
implications: the more different airspace sectors flown over the
higher the charges. Thus ATC charges for the London-Perth route
are lower in total than via Dubai or Singapore, but higher on a
per passenger basis for a smaller aircraft. There can also be
differences in airport charges.
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The estimated breakeven revenue per passenger for a PerthLondon flight is higher than for Emirates flying via Dubai, but not
by much. Using some photographs of seating arrangements in
the Economy, Premium Economy and Business Class cabins of
QANTAS B787-900s Dick suggested how the airline attempted to
justify a slightly higher fare. For passengers in Economy and
Premium Economy, it was all about providing more gadgets,
entertainment and diversions for the long flight, while in Business
Class the emphasis was on space and privacy.
Researchers from the University of Sydney have been monitoring
volunteers aboard the Perth-London service since it started, to
assess passenger acceptance and behaviour while cooped up in
an aircraft for a very long time (up to 17 hours). The researchers
were astounded to discover one passenger in Business Class who
did not leave his seat for the entire journey. He reported that he
was so comfortable in the flat bed that he felt no need to move.
This is all the more remarkable when on average humans visit
the bathroom six or seven times a day.

Back to the future?
Figure 6 shows the current pattern of Emirates and QANTAS
flights between Australia and London.
Figure 6: QANTAS and Emirates network for Europe and Australia
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The QANTAS pattern looks very similar to their network in the
1990s discussed earlier.
However, prices have fallen considerably in real terms over the
years and are continuing to do so. Typical nominal round-trip
fares in cash terms from London to the east coast of Australia at
some of the significant dates mentioned above are:
1935 = £350; 1947 = £ 585;1989 = £900; 2018 = £900.
The unchanged nominal price from 1989 to 2018 is equivalent to
almost 60% fall in real price (using UK RPI), despite the same
aircraft type, the 747-400, being in use throughout the period.
Quality is also rising and, as any model of income and price
elasticity would predict, demand is therefore rising, leading to
scope to use larger aircraft, to increase frequency, and to serve
more routes non-stop without needing intermediate traffic.
In summary, QANTAS and BA have become niche players in what
was historically a market they dominated, and the main player is
now Emirates. Efficient scheduling of ultra-long-range aircraft is
hard, especially with few flights and a small fleet. Nevertheless,
QANTAS is keen for manufacturers to develop even longer-range
aircraft to be able to serve more destinations non-stop. For an
economic operation, it will need to fill these aircraft with mainly
origin-to-destination traffic. Also, there may be continuing issues
about how far from a landing place twin-engined aircraft are
allowed to fly. Theoretically the best place to serve such a market
is still from the middle with a “one change hub”.
Early reports from QANTAS suggest that load factors in Business
Class on the direct PER-LON-PER service are around 92%-94%,
at a typical Business Class round-trip fare of £3,843. 90% of all
passengers on the route are beginning or ending their journeys
in Western Australia, rather than connecting to Melbourne or
Sydney. With favourable winds the journey can be as short as
15 hours 45 minutes, not much longer than Concorde would have
taken with two stops.

Lessons and conclusions
The hub-and-spoke service pattern provided from the middle by
Emirates has been very successful in capturing the lion’s share
of the Europe-Australia market. Could this model be applied to
- 13 -

other long-haul markets? Geographically there are not many
opportunities. One network similar to that of Emirates is that of
Icelandair, offering services between multiple points in Europe
and North America by connecting at Keflavík. It remains to be
seen whether Icelandair will be as successful as Emirates,
especially given the greater scope for point-to-point journeys
across the Atlantic using smaller and more economic long-range
aircraft.

Questions and discussion
Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) commented
that his experience suggested that Keflavík airport was already
nearly at capacity during the summer months. Also, the
International Passenger Survey (IPS) showed that only around
7% of UK-Australia passengers were travelling on business. Dick
agreed that Keflavík was busy for short periods and was not
designed for the amount of business it handled at peak periods.
He also agreed that the UK-Australia travel was mostly a leisure
market, predominantly visiting friends and relations. However,
while around one third of the space on the B787-900s on PERLHR flights was devoted to Business Class, not all Business Class
passengers were travelling on business.
Ivan Viehoff (Cambridge Economic Policy Associates)
commented that the market for very large aircraft was poor. In
general airlines were going for smaller aircraft. Previous
assumptions had been that with constrained runway capacity,
aircraft would need to get bigger; now it was airports which were
expanding. Dick noted that a couple of decades ago there was
much concern about airports getting steadily more congested.
Boeing’s forecast was that there would be more point-to-point
flights between less congested airports using smaller aircraft,
and they developed the B777 and B787 series. Airbus developed
the A380. With hindsight it appears Boeing’s predictions were
more realistic, but there is still the question of how airports can
expand, although the congestion at Heathrow may be an
exception.
Peter Gordon asked whether good data was available on
carryings by individual airlines. Dick’s experience was that this
data was difficult to obtain and limited in scope.
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A questioner raised the possibility of Chinese airlines entering the
UK-Australia market via a hub in China. Dick pointed out that
China was not a direct line of route between Europe and
Australia. In any case China was an important destination in its
own right, with an expanding market for air travel. Istanbul had
aspirations to be a competitor hub to Dubai, but seemed too
close to European destinations and too far from, say, New
Zealand to offer a comprehensive hub-and-spoke arrangement.
Tim Elliott (independent consultant) had doubts whether quality
for Economy Class passengers was actually improving. In his
view the overall experience for those travelling in Economy had
deteriorated, notably in terms of food and flexibility of ticketing.
He also lamented the demise of printed (or even PDF
downloadable) timetables as an aid to travel planning, whatever
the mode. Dick suggested that one reason that Economy Class
travel felt worse these days was that airlines were getting much
better at yield management. Aircraft were normally nearly full,
and the chances of travelling next to a vacant seat were
increasingly remote. Passengers’ perception of quality had many
dimensions and was very subjective. Nonetheless, real fares
were falling. He agreed about the usefulness of timetables: it was
difficult to assess one’s travel options using only a journey
planner.
A questioner asked about the total UK-Australia market size.
Peter Gordon said that the most recent information available
from the UK IPS and Australian tourist statistics suggested that
the overall number of journeys in both directions was around 3.3
million per annum. Dick observed that at one time Australia was
a major long-haul route from the UK. Now UK residents travelled
to a much more diverse range of long-haul destinations, and
many other long-haul routes from the UK had become much
“thicker” over recent decades.
Margot Finley again thanked Dick for stepping in at short notice
with such an excellent presentation and closed the meeting.
Report by Gregory Marchant
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The economics of the Lower Thames Crossing
Helen Bowkett, Arcadia
Arup
24 October 2018

Introduction
Statutory consultation on the Lower Thames Crossing (LTC)
began two weeks before the TEG meeting and would close on 20
December 2018. Information on the scheme and consultation is
available on the website https://highwaysengland.co.uk/lowerthames-crossing-home/, which is also supported by 60 events
across the region and a large personal communication and
advertising campaign.
The LTC is intended to provide crowding relief to the Dartford
Crossing, which was designed for 135,000 trips per days but now
handles 180,000 and frequently experiences long delays. The
crossing has one of the highest incident rates on the strategic
road network and the journey times are so variable that some
people avoid crossing the Thames. Objectives set by government
include:
•

improving local development and economic growth;

•

being affordable and value for money;

•

minimising impacts on health and environment; and

•

improving the resilience and safety of the road network.

The study team includes a range of disciplines, all working in one
project office. There is an emphasis on the social impacts as well
as economic and environmental issues. A “Tsar for People” has
been appointed to bring together all the work across multiple
disciplines that considers the impacts of Dartford Crossing and
LTC on people.
Key benefits of the new crossing include connecting
communities, boosting local and national economies and creating
jobs. The project team talked to a number of businesses about
their current travel patterns and future plans.
- 16 -

Since the 1990s, a number of river crossing options have been
examined. A 2009 study examined six locations, which a 2016
study reduced to four. Another crossing at Dartford was
considered but rejected as bringing too much congestion to the
local area. Instead, three options for a new crossing at East
Tilbury were analysed. These included connections to the A13
and M25 in the north and to the M2 in the south.
In April 2017, a preferred route was announced from a new M25
junction near Upminster to a new A2 junction. The route in Kent
was designed to avoid ancient woodland.
The project team built a new traffic model based on mobile phone
data because of concerns around the age of the data in the
existing model. To reflect local times of peak demand in the area,
as observed in traffic counts, it models different traffic hours to
standard models, with a morning peak of 07:00-08:00 and
evening peak of 17:00-18:00. Other features include variable
demand modelling using SATURN/DIADEM, and the use of
Tempro 7.2 which, unlike in many other regions of the UK, has
higher forecasts than Tempro 6 in this region.
A number of design changes were made following modelling of
the scheme: the M2/A2 and junctions on the A2, A13 and M25
will be widened; the tunnel and LTC approach roads will be three
lanes in each direction; a rest and service area will be included
near Tilbury; and the road will be lowered from the previous
design in some places.
The 16-metre diameter tunnel for each direction will be 2.5 miles
long and requires 14.5 miles of new roads.
Traffic forecasts presented on the scheme website show
congestion relief on the Dartford Crossing and demand on the
new crossing. Most of the demand is expected to come from the
east of the crossing, with congestion relief to the east of Dartford
and on the M25. Significant journey time savings will occur
between Kent and Essex: for example, Basildon to Rainham will
have a journey time saving of 17-23 minutes.
A high proportion of vehicles on the Dartford Crossing are HGVs,
especially in the off peak, when around 25% vehicles are HGVs.
This proportion is expected to fall to 18% on the Dartford
Crossing, with 22% HGVs on the new crossing.
- 17 -

Discussion
David van Rest (independent) noted that the charge at Dartford
seemed low, and asked why a higher charge was not levied.
Helen said that Dartford charges are a congestion charge, not a
toll, and are constrained by powers. The LTC work assumed the
same charge as for Dartford, but that could be reviewed.
Richard Smith (Transport for London) asked if consideration
had been given to improving public transport between Kent and
Essex, as there is currently a limited bus service and no direct
HS1 services. Helen answered that the Development Control
Order (DCO) is for infrastructure and no new rail connections
have been tested. A separate piece of work is looking at public
transport options such as the possibility of a Bus Rapid Transit at
Thurrock. The LTC work has been shared with local authorities
for use in their local plans, and it is possible that a reduction in
traffic on the Dartford crossing and other roads in the area could
encourage faster or more frequent bus services.
Peter Gordon (Editor, the Transport Economist) asked about
the cost and Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) of the project. Helen
replied that the road and tunnel cost is around £6 billion and the
scheme is assessed as medium Value for Money (VfM). The BCR
differs according the appraisal assumptions used, for instance
when assessing wider economic impacts, and the preferred
method is a decision for Highways England and the Department
for Transport (DfT).
Robin Whittaker asked if the crossing would compete with sea
traffic. Helen said that ports tend to serve different types of
traffic, but lorries from Dover and Eurotunnel would use LTC.
Stephen Burke (City of London) asked about the diameter of
the tunnel. Helen said it would be a twin more tunnel, with each
bore of 16 metres diameter and three lanes wide.
Dick Allard asked what the impact would be on the Silvertown
link. Helen replied that Silvertown is included in the base case
for LTC, and it is expected that a small amount of traffic will
transfer from Dartford to Silvertown.
John Smith was interested in the A14 scheme and asked about
the timescale for the LTC. Helen listed Highways England
complex projects as A14, A303 and LTC in that order. LTC is
- 18 -

expected to have a DCO application in 2019, a decision in 2020,
and to open in 2027. John asked how these forecasts related to
DfT forecasts. Helen said that local forecasts generated with
more spatial information have to be controlled against NTM and
TEMPRO. The study had identified housing sites on the route.
Peter Gordon asked what were the most important factors in
the appraisal. Helen said that, elsewhere in Europe, benefits are
often weighted. In contrast, we include all benefits in the
Appraisal Summary Table (AST) for decision makers to decide
on, and do not attach weights.
Tim Elliott (independent) noted that the economic objectives
were stated as local/regional but not national or international.
Helen said that these are DfT objectives, but recognised the
impact on international freight and distribution centres. For
example, garden furniture arrives from China all year round, but
is put in storage depots until it is in season. Tim noted there
might be an option not to charge for use, but to try to improve
agglomeration in the Thames Gateway.
A questioner asked if the team had an understanding of land use
changes and of land value capture. Helen said that the next
phase of the work will consider other economic impacts and
evidence and will talk to councils about local plans.
Jack Stevens said that housing could be an important impact if
LTC made Dartford less congested. Helen said that the modelling
is based on fixed land use. Highways England is producing a land
use model, but it is not yet ready for this piece of work.
Richard Smith asked how well the existing transport network
works. Helen showed maps of the pressure on the network.
Nick Fenton asked if the consultation was only covering one
option. Helen confirmed that was the case, but the document
shows other options on which respondents can comment.
Gregory Marchant (TEG Treasurer) asked about legally binding
emissions targets and how offsets are being modelled. Helen
replied that the sustainability team are using emissions factors
from Government and studying the environmental impacts.
Report by Carol Smales
- 19 -

Programmatic appraisal
Margot Finley, Arup
Arup
28 November 2018

Introduction
Margot explained that she would be describing a study carried
out by Arup and the Institute for Transport Studies (ITS) Leeds
for the Department for Transport (DfT). Tom Worsley, the TEG
meeting convener for this talk, also had a role in the study as an
external reviewer.
Decisions on whether to fund schemes are often taken
independently of other schemes, particularly where these are
uncertain. However, issues arise where schemes are
interconnected and, depending on whether the schemes are
competing or complementary, their benefits may be non-additive
when they are considered together as a programme. Such
interdependencies may be sufficient to shift individual schemes
into different Value for Money (VfM) categories. However,
rigorous appraisal of each of n schemes in the context of every
possible combination of the other schemes would require
numerous model runs. With larger and more complex models
taking 12-24 hours per run, this approach is impractical for large
programmes with multiple interacting schemes.
The primary interest of the study was to address the problem of
informing decision-makers about the likely VfM category of a
scheme which is part of a programme and which interacts with
other schemes in that programme.

Definitions
The study adopted definitions consistent with current DfT
decision-making processes, which tend to be on the basis of an
individual scheme:
• A scheme is anything for which a business case is being
prepared and about which a decision will be made.
- 20 -

Examples include a section of road, junction upgrade, or
extension of an Underground line.
• A programme is a collection of interdependent schemes,
such as ones which are geographically close to each other.
RIS (roads) or HLOS (rail) are not programmes in this
sense.

Study aims and research questions
The aim of the study was to:
• set out a theoretical framework, and suggest a method
of appraising schemes which form part of a programme;
• develop VfM conclusion criteria from a rigorous economic
appraisal framework, which could be applied practically to
assess the impact of road investments within a package of
schemes; and
• suggest how the methodology and proposed VfM conclusion
criteria could be incorporated in DfT’s appraisal
guidance, WebTAG.
Specific questions included:
• What would be the criteria for grouping schemes into
programmes?
• How should uncertainty of uncommitted schemes be
treated?
• How should benefits of schemes be correctly attributed?

Literature review
The literature review covered two main areas:
• papers in published literature (peer-reviewed journals and
transport economics texts) and “grey literature” (relevant
government
publications,
appraisal
guidance
and
consultants’ reports); and
• transport appraisal practice.
Three interrelated strands of literature were examined:
• design criteria in programme appraisal;
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• treatment of uncertainty, particularly quasi-option values;
and
• packaging and analysis of projects within a programme.
Appraisal guidance and practice
The study found no clear examples of programmatic appraisal
elsewhere in the world:
• Norway appraises schemes as a single project if they and
believed to have interdependencies.
• Sweden is interested in programmatic appraisal,
particularly for the railway sector, but does not generally
undertake it.
• The USA considers synergies, and “independent utility”
must be demonstrated for schemes considered alone.
In practice, Highways England (HE) draft guidance came closest
to the objectives of the study.
Value for Money (VfM) criteria
The theoretical foundation of WebTAG is economic welfare
analysis, following the policy guidance in the Treasury Green
Book. The VfM criteria are judgemental decisions based on:
• a formal estimate of a scheme’s monetised benefits;
• an adjusted BCR including impacts regarded as evolving in
a monetised sense (evidence to support the estimation of a
monetary value is less widely-accepted, well-researched or
tried-and-tested); and
• analysis of “indicative monetised impacts”, non-monetised
impacts and risk.
One issue is the “knapsack problem”: how to maximise the value
contained within a finite knapsack (or obtained within a
constrained budget).
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Interdependencies
The literature review identified a number of concepts and issues:
• Complementary and competing schemes are those in which
benefits are non-additive and the whole is not the sum of
the parts.
• Mutually exclusive schemes can be thought of as
interdependent, in that they cannot both be implemented.
• The discrete Network Design Problem (NDP) is of most
relevance in selecting the optimal combination of individual
schemes to implement.
• There is no generalisable formula to adjust the VfM criteria
used in UK transport appraisal for programmatic appraisal.
Identifying a scheme’s benefits
The benefits attributable to a scheme may vary with:
• complementarity, or substitutability, with other schemes;
and
• the phasing of other schemes.

Methodology
Margot outlined a six-step methodology, as set out in Table 1.
Table 1: methodology
Step Task
1

Assessing interdependencies

2

Modelling benefits

3

Apportioning net benefit

4

Scheme costs and net benefit metrics

5

Assessing likelihood of net independency benefits

6

Reporting and Value for Money conclusion criteria
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Step 1: assessing interdependencies
The first step is a qualitative assessment of whether other
schemes are competing or complementary, which can be done
with a matrix of dependencies showing costs in construction,
physical dependency, complementarity, funding and substitutes.
Table 2: assessment of interdependencies
Scheme
A
(Bypass
around small
market town)

A

C

D

Located in
the same
route
corridor,
increasing
the
attractiveness of the
corridor for
strategic
movements

C
(Improvement
along route)

E

Z

Located in
the same
route
corridor,
increasing
the
attractiveness of the
corridor for
strategic
movements

Negligible

Reduces the
level of
traffic using
Scheme A

Adjacent to
each other,
making the
route
corridor
more
attractive

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

D

Negligible

E
Z
(Road
capacity
increases
within the
town
bypassed by
Scheme A)

Note: bottom left half of table is empty as in this hypothetical context the
matrix is symmetrical.

Step 2: modelling benefits
The second step includes a number of analyses. Table 3
illustrates the analyses required for the appraisal of scheme C
among the illustrative five schemes.
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Table 3: scenarios assessed
Run
1

Analysis

Schemes

Standalone

Do-Minimum

1

DM+C

1

DM+A

n-1

2
3

Pairwise

4

DM+B

5

DM+D

6

DM+E

7

DM+A+C

8

DM+B+C

9

DM+D+C

10

DM+E+C

11

Incremental

12
13
14

DM+A+B

Number

n-1

2

DM+A+B+C
Decremental

DM+A+B+D+E

2

DM+A+B+D+E+C

Total

2n+4

This is a pragmatic approach which reduces the number of model
runs from 2n to 2n+4, but does require that pairwise benefits
capture the majority of the interdependency benefits.
Step 3: apportioning benefit
The third step compares the Do Something scenarios with the Do
Minimum and generates a set of metrics showing:
• the benefits of implementing the scheme;
• the incremental benefit of the scheme within the
programme;
• how the scheme contributes to the whole programme;
and
• how the interdependency benefits can be allocated to
different schemes.
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Step 4: scheme costs and net benefit metrics
The fourth step is to incorporate scheme costs, taking account of
any shared costs: any cost synergies increase the benefit of
implementing the schemes together. The combination of costs
with benefits gives BCRs.
Step 5: assessing likelihood of net independency benefits
The fifth step is a qualitative assessment using the guidance in
TAG Unit M4 Table A2, classifying schemes as near certain, more
than likely, reasonably foreseeable and hypothetical.
Figure 1: TAG Unit M4 Table A2

Source: TAG

Among other things, this includes assessment of:
• whether the majority of interdependency benefits are
derived from schemes with a high likelihood of being
implemented; and
• the likelihood of interdependency benefits occurring.
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Step 6: reporting and Value for Money conclusion criteria
The sixth and final step is to collate and summarise the findings
of the analysis, including:
• standalone benefits;
• incremental benefits;
• decremental benefits;
• pairwise interdependency benefits attributable to the
scheme; and
• a commentary on whether the inclusion of interdependency
benefits could change the Value for Money of the scheme.

Case study
Margot presented a case study of five schemes, A to E, of which
scheme C was being appraised, based on real Highways England
schemes but modified to preserve confidentiality.
Figure 2: case study
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Step 1: assessing interdependencies
In this case, it is likely that, for Scheme C:
• Schemes A and B would be complementary, with positive
interdependence benefits.
• Schemes D and E would be competitive, drawing off traffic
through strategic reassignment.
Step 2: modelling benefits
Ideally, the schemes would be modelled with an area-wide
strategic model, with all schemes located in the area of detailed
modelling. The study team used a SATURN model for highway
assignment and variable demand modelling (VDM) using DIADEM
taking into account macro time-switching, mode choice (road or
rail) and distribution. Note that VDM can result in trip lengthening
and wider-area rerouting in response to changes in generalised
costs, giving results which are not immediately intuitive.
There were 28 VDM runs: Do-Minimum and Do-Something plus
12 more (see Table 3), for both 2026 and 2041 modelled years.
This raised a number of practical issues:
• There is a need to code the networks of any individual DoMinimum and Do-Something schemes (rows 1-6 in Table 1)
which are not already available
• There is a need to create scenarios (rows 7-14 in Table 1),
merging scheme coding and debugging.
• VDM model runs take over 24 hours per model run year per
scenario (compared with around 1½ hours for a fixed trip
assignment (FTA)).
• Checks on model convergence and assignment require
around 3 hours per scenario.
• Economic appraisal requires around 1½ hours per run for
extracting results from the models’ matrices (for all time
periods), 3 hours per scenario for the TUBA appraisal
software runs, and 2 hours post analysis per scenario
• Reporting
Nonetheless, even with only five schemes in a programme, the
total workload has been reduced by a factor of around 14/32.
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Step 3: apportioning net benefit
Step 3, in essence, begins with a PVB figure for each of rows 2
to 14 in Table 2. Table 4 shows how schemes A, B and C are
considered.
Table 4: apportioning net benefit for schemes A, B and C
Runs and comparisons
3

Value of A

4

Value of B

2

Value of C

3+4+2
12

A + B + C in isolation
Value of A+B+C

7

Value of A+C

8

Value of B+C

12-11

Incremental value of C

12-(3+4+2) Compares the whole with the sum of the parts
7-3-2

Identifies whether A complements C

8-4-2

Identifies whether B complements C

(12-11)-2

Identifies the incremental interdependency of C

In the case study, it was found that A, B and C were strongly
complementary, and the incremental value of C (12-11) was
higher than the standalone value (2).
In addition, the Pairwise Heuristic appeared to be a good
predictor of the total interdependence value: that is, it was found
that (7-3)+(8-4) was similar to (12-11).
The analysis continued by considering the interactions between
scheme C with schemes D and E, as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: apportioning net benefit for schemes C, D and E
Runs and comparisons
2

Value of C

5

Value of D

6

Value of E

9

Value of D+C

10

Value of E+C

Etc.
In the case study, it was found that D and E both complement C
and increase overall benefits, contrary to a priori expectations,
and this was related to the effects of VDM.
There can also be a relation between interdependency benefit
and congestion, as shown in Table 6.
Table 6: interdependency benefits and congestion
Scheme types

Sign of interdependency benefits if network is
Uncongested

Complementary Positive

Congested
Positive if congestion is
ameliorated
Negative if congested is
worsened

Competing

Negative

Positive if congestion remains
in the Do Something and both
routes using either scheme are
viable
Negative if sufficient capacity
on one route is created that
that route dominates route
choice

In the case study, the decremental interdependency benefits of
scheme C were smaller than the incremental benefits of C with
just A and B, suggesting that adding schemes D and E to
schemes A, B and C introduces some competitive effects which
are not evident in the pairwise analysis. The team concluded that
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the Pairwise Heuristic is not a good indicator of interdependency
benefits: as Figure 3 shows, the sum of the pairwise benefits is
not close to the decremental value A+B+C+D+E.
Figure 3: standalone and interdependency benefits

This also suggests that interactions between schemes are
complex
and
that
no
single
metric
captures
the
interdependencies.
Step 4: scheme costs and net benefit metrics
In this step, the scheme costs were combined with the net
benefits to produce BCRs.
Step 5: assessing likelihood of net independency benefits
In this step, the likelihood of the net interdependency benefits
was assessed using TAG Unit M4 Table A2, as outlined earlier.
Step 6: reporting and Value for Money conclusion criteria
In the case study, the standalone, incremental and decremental
PVBs and BCRs of scheme C were similar, suggesting that its
VfM category was stable and would not change materially with
different combinations of other schemes. However, if the costs
had been different, then the VfM categories would have been
different in the standalone, incremental and decremental cases.
This suggests that interdependency benefits can have a
material impact on scheme VfM.
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Conclusions and recommendations
The study concluded that:
• Interdependency effects can be material to scheme VfM.
• Incremental and decremental benefits remain a key part of
any programmatic appraisal.
• There is no unique way to apportion interdependency
benefits, whether positive or negative, between schemes.
• Programmatic appraisal may be needed in such cases and
should comprise incremental, decremental and pairwise
analysis.
• It recommended that the results should be presented within
the risk and uncertainty analysis undertaken as part of a
WebTAG-compliant appraisal.
• It was cautious about recommending immediate
incorporation into WebTAG of advice on a precise method,
but recommended further testing and analysis and
discussion with practitioners.
• DfT will need to consider implications for appraisal in other
programmes where cost-side interdependency and public
transport demand/supply interaction effects could be
relevant.

Discussion
Peter Gordon (Editor, the Transport Economist) asked for
further clarification of what was meant by a “scheme”. Margot
replied that this was, in effect, as currently defined: anything
considered as a single scheme, with an indivisible CBA, was a
scheme. Peter asked whether non-transport schemes had been,
or could be, included. Margot said that this had not been done,
although in principle there might be both transport and land use
schemes within a programme. Tom Worsley said that Highways
England has a well-established approach to defining a scheme,
which is manageable. Once the probabilities of different schemes
are considered, it is possible to consider what might be put in
metrics.
Gregory Marchant asked what would happen if timings
changed. Margot said that at the moment this additional
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complexity was too difficult to take into account. Tom added that
other factors, such as programming resources, might become
more important in deciding the sequence. Dick Dunmore
(Steer) agreed: on the IEP project appraisal it was found that the
difference between A then B and B then A was slightly different
benefits before the second scheme was complete, and factors
such as efficient programming to minimise costs might be more
important.
Alan Peakall noted that the case study had examined five
Highways England schemes. Could the approach also be applied
to combinations such as HS2 and Crossrail 2, or HS2 and HS3?
Margot said that something like the Northern Powerhouse rail
package could probably be examined as a package. A key
consideration is having a transport model that covers all schemes
being considered.
David Metz (UCL) was concerned that Variable Demand
Modelling (VDM) was hard to validate. Were the results sensitive
to this? Margot said that this was the case in the case study.
Tom said that one issue is that, as traffic volumes grew, schemes
formerly competing as alternate routes tended to complement
each other ensuring that neither was congested. “Once very
congested, any road is a good thing.” David noted the
implication that induced traffic was important.
Eddie Strankalis (independent consultant) asked how the
approach could be used for things like the multiple schemes in
the Lower Thames Crossing area. There was a risk of wasted
effort as multiple studies and consultancies considered each
other’s schemes as contingencies or uncertain, but the
Department for Transport did not impose an integrated or
systematic approach to appraisal. Tom said that this might
require a higher level of modelling to decide which schemes
should be in a programme. Eddie suggested that this would be
sensible at the regional level, using programmatic appraisal as a
sift. Tom noted that this could also include schemes to change
land use. Jonathan Whittaker (Jacobs) agreed and noted that
local authorities were always trying to work out their priorities.
Tim Elliott (independent) asked if more could be said about
NPVs and BCRs. Scheme C appeared always to have a negative
NPV. Was cost considered to be independent of sequence, and
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had any thought been given to delays during construction?
Margot said that a detailed review of costs had not been
undertaken due to the study timescales. Tom said that it was
recommended that synergies were considered: in rail, for
example, there could be synergies between rolling stock,
signalling, power supply and other infrastructure.
John Dodgson asked how uncertainty was treated: was this by
multiplying by a probability? Would the study add guidance on
how this should be done? Margot answered that DfT could not
readily attach probabilities to schemes, so this was treated
qualitatively. Tom pointed out that DfT’s Value for Money (VfM)
is not a simple BCR. The key issue is that, if a scheme made a
difference to others, then its likelihood should be considered.
However, it might be problematic to declare schemes in the
pipeline to be likely or unlikely. John Dodgson noted that it
would be necessary to generate a lot more numbers to consider
probability effects.
Peter White (University of Westminster) noted that the budget
had focused on expenditure on interurban but not urban roads.
Was there a potential disconnect, and could programmatic
appraisal help? Tom wondered whether national and local
schemes were modelled correctly or consistently, and whether
national schemes would be supported by local connections.
Richard Owen wondered whether considering probabilities
could introduce a perverse circularity in the VfM calculation. Tom
asked what other approach would be better. Richard suggested
that conventional sensitivity tests might help.
Dick Dunmore (Steer) had four observations. London
Underground had long faced the “knapsack problem” and used
the POSSUM tool to work out the optimum package of schemes
within a fixed, but regularly changed, funding constraint. He
could not recall the extent to which this took into account
benefits as well as costs. Margot noted that linear programming
approaches exist, but did not cover the same ground as
programmatic appraisal considered in this study. Dick also
mentioned the interaction between multiple urban motorway
schemes in cities such as Sydney and Melbourne. Margot agreed
that there were complex interdependencies, but the primary
issue was not of appraisal. Dick said that the three stages of the
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Welsh Office’s A55 North Wales Coast Road scheme had been
appraised in the 1980s using a variable demand model. One
feature was that a bottleneck would remain on the corridor until
all three stages were complete. Debates at the time on allocation
of benefits to schemes could have been helped by a more
structured approach. In addition, at the European level, the
European Court of Auditors had been critical of how Europe-wide
TEN-T corridors had missing links where individual Member
States failed to complete schemes, whether for funding,
planning, environmental or political reasons. It could be argued
that the higher tier of government should think carefully when
benefits might be highly dependent on schemes progressed more
locally and, in particular, should not begin schemes if there was
no guarantee that complementary schemes would be built.
Report by Dick Dunmore
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